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DESCRIPTION

A unit of Ogors has 3 or more models.
Some units are equipped with Ogor
Clubs or Blades in one hand and a spiked
gauntlet called an Iron Fist in the other,
which they use to bat aside an enemy’s
blows before punching them in the face.
Others instead prefer to wield an Ogor
Club or Blade in each meaty hand.
CRUSHER

The leader of this unit is a Crusher.
A Crusher makes 4 attacks rather than 3.
BELLOWER

Models in this unit may be Bellowers, who
roar at the foe with incredible volume.
Subtract 1 from the Bravery of enemy units
that are within 6" of any Bellowers.
ICON BEARER

Models in this unit may be Icon Bearers.
Some Icon Bearers hold aloft a Great Beast
Skull, whilst others carry a Tribal Banner.
Some Tribal Banners also sport makeshift
crow’s nests in which Lookout Grots give
warning of incoming fire.

KEYWORDS

ABILITIES

Bull Charge: You can re-roll wound rolls
of 1 for an Ogor unit if it made a charge
move in the same turn. If the unit also
has 10 or more models, you can re-roll all
failed wound rolls instead.
Ogor Clubs and Blades: All Ogors know
that two clubs are better than one. You can
re-roll hit rolls of 1 for an Ogor armed with
more than one Ogor Club or Blade.
Iron Fists: Each time you make a
successful save roll of 6 or more for a unit
of Ogors armed with Iron Fists, and the
attacking unit is within 1", the attacking
unit suffers 1 mortal wound after all of its
attacks have been made.
Great Beast Skull: Roll a dice whenever an
enemy model flees whilst its unit is within
6" of any Great Beast Skulls from your
army. On a 6, another model immediately
flees from that unit.

DESTRUCTION, OGOR, GUTBUSTERS

Tribal Banner: You can re-roll dice rolls of
6 when taking battleshock tests for a unit
that includes any Tribal Banners.
Lookout Grot: Roll a dice whenever a unit
with a Lookout Grot suffers a wound or
mortal wound from a missile weapon. On a
6, the Lookout Grot screeches a warning in
time and that wound is ignored.

